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COMPONENTS

The folding game board includes:
The game area.
The capture line.
The score line.
Spaces for the Akatsuki cards in play.

1 Game board
Each playable hero is represented by 1 miniature and 1 card 
with the following attributes:

Strength : Number of dice rolled per fight.
Chakra : Resource for playing Technique cards.
Strategy : Number of Technique in the player’s hand.
Experience bar (only on face A).
Talent (optional).

6 Hero Cards and 6 Miniatures

Each hero has 14  Technique cards that can be used to 
activate effects during the game.
There are 2 types of card (Fight and Support).
Note : The symbol and the back of the card easily help identify to 
which hero the card belongs.

84 Technique cards

A. 

B. 

C. 

D.

Players can only play 1 per Fight. Players can play Support cards at any time during the game.

Each Akatsuki member is represented by a card with the 
following attributes:

Health : Number of Health points.

Defence : Number of Hits required when rolling the dice to 
inflict an injury.

Talent (optional).

20 Akatsuki Cards and 1 Miniature

The black Tobi miniature represents the Akatsuki cards on the 
game board.

6 Fight Dice : used when a hero fights an enemy.

1 Special Die: used during fights against certain enemies.

7 Dice

These cubes represent the Health points of the characters in 
play.

40 red cubes: Health

At the start of the game, 1 Experience cube is placed on the 
Experience bar of each hero in the game. 

Heroes gain 1 Experience point when they eliminate an enemy, 
which then improves certain attributes.

Note : you can also use these cubes to show that an enemy has 
been Immobilized or a hero Paralyzed.

10 green cubes: Experience

Chakra is the resource that heroes use to play  Technique cards.

20 blue cubes: Chakra

These tokens are placed face-down on some areas 
of the board and slow down the players’ progress.

These tokens replace the blue discs during games in 
hard mode.

20 Tokens: Blue trap

20 Tokens: Red trap

This token is used to count the turns during a round. 
It is then placed on the score line with the Hidden 
Leaf Village symbol or Akatsuki face-up, depending 
on the result of the rounds.

These tokens are used during a game to indicate the 
presence of additional enemies.

9 Tokens: Victory

8 Tokens: Summoning

A. 

B. 

C. 

Face A Face B

FIGHT (cards with a red scroll) SUPPORT (cards with a blue scroll)

Cost in Chakra.

Name of the card and hero’s symbol.

Effect triggered if the player obtains a 
Power icon when rolling the dice.

Increases the hero’s Strength  for the 
current fight.

Cost in Chakra.

Name of the card and hero’s symbol.

Effect automatically triggered by the 
card when played.

(used in Easy mode)
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B. 

C.
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OBJECTIVE

Led by the mysterious Tobi, Akatsuki is looking to create the ultimate weapon by reviving the Gedo Statue. The Hidden Sand 
Village sounds the alarm when Akatsuki’s members try to remove Shukaku from Gaara’s body, the first of the Tailed Beasts 
required to fulfill their plan. 
The Hidden Leaf Village’s greatest ninjas are sent to the four corners of the neighboring lands.  Their mission is to eliminate 
each member of the criminal organization.
Players win if they eliminate Tobi & Gedo Statue.

HEROES

SET-UP

A.

B.

C. 

E.

F.
G. 

h.

I.

Unfold the game board and place the black Tobi miniature 
in the Hidden Sand Village (area no. 1).
Place 1 Trap token face-down in each free area on the 
board (the 20 non-numbered areas).
Place a Victory token on the «1» in the capture line.
Shuffle the Akatsuki cards to form a deck, face-down, 
and then place 2 cards face-down on the spaces provi-
ded (1 card for two or three players).

Choose a hero, take his card and place his miniature on 
Hidden Leaf Village (area no. 9).
Shuffle his 14 Technique cards to form a face-down deck.
Draw the same number of Technique as the Strategy 
attribute on the hero’s card.
Take 3 Health cubes and the number of Chakra cubes 
indicated on the hero’s card.
Place an Experience cube on the «0» in the Experience 
bar.

GAME BOARD

PLAYERS

After two a half years of intense training, 
renowned prankster Naruto returns to 
the Hidden Leaf Village with more power 
and stamina than ever. 
He still dreams of becoming the next 
Hokage. But first, Naruto will have to 
face the Akatsuki, a powerful new group 
that’s targeting the Nine-Tail Fox Spirit 
inside Naruto.
 (Offensive techniques - Easy)

NARUTO UZUMAKI

Naruto’s long time teammate, this 
Kunoichi has honed her skills as 
an expert medical ninja, thanks to 
Tsunade.
She gained confidence and that made 
her even stronger mentally.
Meanwhile, she polished her taijutsu 
to become strong physically.

 (Health techniques - Easy)

SAkura Haruno

With his skills and smarts, Kakashi is 
the elite of the elite ninja and pride 
of the Hidden Lead Village. He hides a 
tough past behind his cool demeanor 
and his powerfull Sharingan.
Once Naruto and Sakura’s teacher, 
Kakashi has come to view his former
students as trusted teammates.
(Offensive techniques - Easy)

KAkashi Hatake

After a war separated him from his 
family, Sai accomplished his assi-
gnements like a machine: faithfully, 
without any emotional attachment.
But now that he’s encountering 
Naruto and other ninja, Sai is starting 
to show signs of change...

 (Ranged techniques - Hard)

ROCK LEE

With an IQ over 200, Shikamaru’s genius 
is strengthened whenever his colleagues 
are in danger. However, his level of com-
mitment is not as high as his intelligence: 
taking a bitter lesson from an early assi-
gnement, Shikamaru is committed to fini-
shing his assignments, but likes to do so 
without the hassle of attachment to his 
fellow ninja.
     (Immobilization techniques - Hard)

Shikamaru NaraSAi

After the rejection of his other talents, 
and to ensure his survival as a ninja, 
Rock Lee became an expert in taijutsu.
Although he has suffered some set-
backs,Rock Lee has a strong desire to 
achieve more and commits himself to 
the tough training and lessons of this 
master, Might Guy.
(Offensive techniques - Easy)

D.

GAME RULES

GAME RULES
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Game wonGame lost

Round wonRound lost
Players eliminate the 2 Akatsuki cards before the end of 
a turn.

The Victory token is moved to the score line with the 
Hidden Leaf Village symbol face-up.

If at least 1 Akatsuki card is still in play at the end of the 
last turn.
The Victory token is moved to the score line with 
Akatsuki face-up. All Akatsuki cards still in play are placed 
beneath the deck.

GAME MODES
Different game modes are available to match the skills of the 
players around the table.

Before starting a game in Expert mode, you are advised to 
practice several times in Normal mode.

Using the main characters, such as Naruto and Sakura, ins-
tead of the support characters, such as Sai and Shikamaru, will 
make gameplay easier.

Easy
GENIN

Normal
CHUNIN

Expert
JONIN

Number 
of turns

Heroes
Cards

Tobi
Card

Trap
Token

4

3

3

Face A

Face A

Face A

Face B

Face A

Blue

Blue

Red

Players eliminate both bosses before the end of the 
last turn.

If at least 1 of the bosses is still in play at the end of the 
last turn.

Face B
No Experience

The game is a succession of nine rounds, the first eight of which involve eliminating 
the Akatsuki cards in play. 
Each round features a limited number of turns (3 turns in normal mode).

Players get themselves organized (like a real team) to determine the order in which 
each player will perform their 2 actions.
Note : A hero can perform the same action twice.

START OF THE ROUND

Players’ phase (start of a turn)

Akatsuki phase (end of a turn)

END OF THE ROUND

The black Tobi miniature is moved to the next area (1 / 2 / 3 / ...). A new Victory token is placed on the «1» in the capture 
line and 2 new Akatsuki cards, face-down, are brought into play (1 card for two or three players).
A new round begins.

9TH ROUND

The last round is held in the Hidden Leaf Village (area no. 9) and the Akatsuki cards of the game’s two bosses Tobi and Gedo 
Statue are revealed and automatically put into play.
Note : during the 9TH round, players can no longer heal with the meditate action in the Hidden Leaf Village (see next page).

Move
Meditate
Fight

Each enemy revealed inflicts 1 injury on 1 of the heroes in his area.
Note : 
- Players choose which hero in the area sustains each injury.
- Some enemies have an offensive talent during this phase.
- An immobilized enemy does not inflict any injuries, but his immobilization is removed.

Each player takes 1 Chakra cube.
Players can discard 1 Technique card from their hand and then complete their 
hand by drawing new Technique cards.
Note : 
- Heroes cannot have more Chakra cubes and Technique cards than the number 
indicated on their card.
- If players cannot draw any more Technique cards, their discarded cards are shuffled to 
create a new deck.

If possible, the Victory token is moved 1 space along the capture line, and players 
start a new turn. 
The round may also finish during this phase if the Victory token cannot be moved 
any further (see next page).

1.

2.

3.

When all players have finished their actions, the players’ phase ends and the Akatsuki 
phase begins.

GAMEPLAY

GAME RULES

GAME RULES

Round 1

Round 2

Round 9
Boss fighting

...

Turn 1*

* The round can end after turn 1 or turn 2.

Turn 2*

Turn 3

Player’s phase
Akatsuki phase

TIMELINE



For 1 action, characters can fight a revealed enemy in their area.
Note : some Fight cards feature the Ranged talent and can be used to attack a revealed enemy in an adjacent area.

Fighting involves targeting an enemy and rolling the 
number of dice indicated by the hero’s Strength. 
To increase their Strength during combat, players can 
add 1 Fight card. 

To make an enemy lose 1 Health point, the total Hits 
value indicated by the rolled dice must be greater than 
or equal to the enemy’s Defence. 
Note : Some enemies have a defensive talent during 
combat.

A die revealing the Power icon activates the power of 
the Fight card played (only once per fight), whether or 
not the attack is successful.

The enemy is removed from the game if he does not 
have any Health left.
The successful hero gains 1 Experience point and, if 
possible, moves the Experience cube 1 space along 
the bar. Levels in the Experience bar increase the 
hero’s attributes.

8 9
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C

This roll of the dice will inflict 1 injury
on Kisame, whose Defence is 4

4 Hits

For 1 action, players can move their hero.

Players move their miniature by 1 or 2 adjacent areas 
(area connected by a path).
If players move their hero to a area occupied by an 
enemy (black Tobi miniature or Trap token), their move 
is interrupted.
Note : 
- In this case, the enemies are revealed (turned over).
- Some enemies have a talent that triggers as soon as they 
are revealed.

The hero cannot leave a area featuring an enemy unless 
2 actions are used for the move.

Note : The «Flight» talent means that the hero is not affected by 
rules «B» and «C» above.

A.

B.

C. 

MEDITATE

For 1 action, a hero can obtain 1 Chakra cube.
If heroes are in the Hidden Leaf Village (area no. 9), they also receive 1 Health  cube (this does not apply during the ninth 
round).
Note : Heroes cannot have more than 3 Health cubes.

FIGHT

Heroes may be Paralyzed if they: 
- Run out of  Health cubes.
- Sustain 1 injury by a Zetsu token.
- Sustain the Talents of certain enemies.

A Paralyzed hero cannot perform any actions
until the end of the game.

Note : Paralyzed heroes can still play Support cards.

MOVE

SPECIAL DIE
When players fight certain enemies, they must start by rolling the Special die before their own. This die gives the 
enemy a bonus depending on the side of the dice:

«Defence» side: the enemy gains 1 extra Defence point for this fight.
«Sharingan» side: the enemy activates the «Sharingan» talent indicated on his card.
«Rinnegan» side: the enemy activates the «Rinnegan» talent indicated on his card.

If heroes lose all their Health cubes:
- They lose all their Experience
- They are Paralyzed

PARALYSIS

By launching an attack with Naruto (Strength) and spen-
ding 3 Chakra cubes to add 1 Fight card: Multi shadow 
clone justu (+1 Strength), the player rolls 4 dice.

Blank         1 Hit        2 Hits    1 Power
    Total = 3 Hits + Power

This roll is high enough to eliminate 1 Zetsu token with 
Defence 2 or 3, but too low to inflict 1 injury on Kisame, 
whose Defence is 4.  

The effect triggered by the Power icon shown on the dice 
allows Naruto to perform 2 extra actions nonetheless.

FIGHT EXAMPLE

ACTION

GAME RULES

GAME RULES
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Naruto decides to start by joining 
the Hidden Sand Village to eliminate 
the Akatsuki member.

Action 1 : Move interrupted by a 
trap token revealing a Zetsu with 
Defence 2. 
Action 2 : Fight the Zetsu token.

- Naruto rolls three dice (Strength 3).
- The dice total is two Strikes, which 
is just enough to inflict one injury 
and therefore eliminate the Zetsu 
token.
- Naruto gains one Experience point.

Sakura decides to follow Naruto.

Action 1 : She moves two squares; the trap token on the 
landing square reveals a Zetsu with Defence 3.
Action 2 : Fight the Zetsu token.

- Sakura spends two Chakra cubes to play the «Inner Sakura» 
Technique, which adds 1 to her Strength and therefore 
increases her chances of eliminating the Zetsu token.
- Sakura rolls five dice (Strength 4+1).
- The Power icon on a dice triggers the card’s effect; the 
blank face of the rolled dice is replaced with one Hit.
- The dice total is five Hits, which is easily enough to inflict 
one injury and therefore eliminate the Zetsu token.
- Sakura gains one Experience point.

In agreement with the players,  
Kakashi decides to anticipate  
Akatsuki’s appearances by moving 
straight towards area 2.

Action 1 : Move interrupted by a trap 
token revealing paper bombs.

- Kakashi loses one Health cube.
Action 2 : Move interrupted by a 
trap token revealing a Zetsu with  
Defence 2.

Enemy attack: The Zetsu token on Kakashi’s square attacks him. Kakashi spends one Chakra cube to play the «Substitution Jutsu»  
Technique to avoid getting injured and paralyzed by the Zetsu.
Chakra gain: Sakura and Kakashi each take one Chakra cube.
Deck: Naruto discards his «Nine-tails Chakra Mode» Technique, which he cannot play at the start of the game. All players draw one 
Technique to complete their hand.
End of the round: The round continues, since one Akatsuki card is still in play. The Victory token is moved to the «2» on the timeline and 
a new turn begins.

FIRST TURN (Round 1) PLAYER’S PHASE

AKATSUKI PHASE

This game help shows what happens at the start of a game 
(Normal mode with three players).

Sakura decides to start this turn.

Action 1 : She moves one square to 
join the Hidden Sand Village, which 
reveals the Deidara Akatsuki card 
(Health 3 and Defence 4).
Action 2 : Fight Deidara.

- Sakura rolls four dice (Strength 4).
- The dice total is three Hits, which 
is not enough to inflict one injury on 
Deidara.
- Sakura spends one Chakra cube to 
play the «Clone Jutsu» Technique 
and gets one extra action.

Action 3 : Fight Deidara. 
- Sakura rolls four dice (Strength 4).
- The dice total is five Hits, which 
is enough to inflict one injury on 
Deidara, who now has two Health 
points.

Naruto decides to join Sakura to finish the job.

Action 1 : He moves two areas to join the Hidden Sand 
Village.
Action 2 : Fight Deidara.

- Naruto spends three Chakra cubes to play the «Frog Kumite» 
Technique, which adds 1 to his Strength and therefore 
increases his chances of injuring Deidara.
- Naruto rolls four dice (Strength 3+1).
- The Power icon on a dice triggers the effect of the «Frog 
Kumite» card; Deidara sustains one injury directly and now 
has one Health point.
- The dice total is three Hits, which is not enough to inflict 
one injury on Deidara.
- Kakashi spends one Chakra cube to play the «Transformation 
Jutsu» Technique and therefore reduce Deidara’s Defence by 
1 for this fight.
- The three Hits are enough to inflict one injury on Deidara, 
who is then eliminated.
- Naruto gains one Experience point.
- The effect of Deidara’s talent is triggered when he is  
eliminated, which inflicts one injury on all heroes in the area. 
Naruto and Sakura each lose one Health cube.

Reassured by Deidara’s elimination, 
Kakashi ends the turn by continuing 
his strategy of moving towards  
area 2.

Action 1 : Fight the Zetsu token.
- Kakashi rolls three dice (Strength 3). 
- The dice total is three Hits, which 
is enough to inflict one injury and 
therefore eliminate the Zetsu token.  
- Kakashi gains one Experience point.

Action 2 : Kakashi decides not to 
take the risk of moving to a trap and 
meditates instead.

- Kakashi gains one Chakra cube.

Enemy attack: No enemies are revealed, so players are safe this turn.
Chakra gain: Naruto and Sakura each take one Chakra cube.
Deck: All players draw one Technique to complete their hand.
End of the round: No Akatsuki cards are in play, so players have won this round and the Victory token is placed on the «1» on the score 
line with the Hidden Leaf Village symbol face-up. A new round begins.

PLAYER’S PHASE

AKATSUKI PHASE

Tip: If the players had delayed the round by not eliminating Deidara quickly, they would have benefited from additional turn of play in order to 
start the next round in better conditions. Deidara nevertheless imposed 1 damage to Naruto or Sakura.

SECOND TURN (Round 1)START OF A GAME
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Zetsu: 
When Zetsu enters the game, he gains 1 Health point + 
number of Health points equal to the number of Trap 
tokens still on the board.

When a Trap token is removed from the board, Zetsu
sustains 1 injury.

If Zetsu is eliminated at the end of the round, a Trap token 
is placed on each free area of the board.

Itachi Uchiha: 
If players fight Itachi, they roll the Special die. 
If they roll Sharingan, Itachi summons Susano’o, which 
becomes the target for the fight. Place the Susano’o token 
on the Tobi miniature’s area.

Nagato: 
If players fight Nagato, they roll the Special die. 
If they roll Rinnegan, Nagato is immediately replaced by 
the first Pain from the deck, whose Defence is reduced by 
1 and who becomes the target for the fight (the deck is 
then reshuffled).

Konan: 
Dodges the first injury inflicted each turn.

Tendo (Pain): 
Is immune to melee attacks.

Ningendo (Pain):  
Cancels 1 Power icon for each roll against him. 

Characters whose defensive talents are triggered when a 
hero fights them:

Characters whose offensive talents are triggered during 
the Akatsuki phase:

Characters whose talents are triggered when coming into 
play (when revealed):

Characters with various talents:

Characters whose talents are triggered when eliminated:

Kisame Hoshigaki: 
Inflicts 1 extra injury for each Fight card played against 
him during this turn.

Hidan: 
If Hidan inflicts 1 injury, he gains 1 Health point.

Gakido (Pain): 
The hero injured during this turn loses 1 Chakra.

Chikushodo (Pain): 
Summons 1 Creature token per turn. Place 1 Creature 
token on the Tobi miniature’s area.

Shurado (Pain): 
The hero injured during this turn sustains 1 extra injury.

Sasori : 
Summons 1 Puppet token. Place the Puppet token on the 
Tobi miniature’s area.

Jigokudo (Pain): 
Eliminated Akatsuki members are shuffled back into the 
deck.

Kakuzu: 
Possesses 5 Health points.

Deidara: 
When Deidara runs out of Health points, he inflicts 
1 injury on every hero in the area and the adjacent areas.

Akatsuki card

Tobi: 
When players fight an enemy in Tobi’s area, they roll the 
Special die. 

If they roll Sharingan, the hero is Paralyzed and the fight 
is interrupted.

If they roll Rinnegan, the Power of the Fight card played is 
canceled (face B only).

ENEMIES

GAME RULES

BOSS
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Characters whose defensive talents are triggered when a 
hero fights them:

Characters whose offensive talents are triggered during 
the Akatsuki phase:

Characters whose talents are triggered when coming into 
play (when revealed):

10 level-1 Zetsus (Defence 2 and Health 1):
He paralyzes the injured hero.

5 level-2 Zetsus (Defence 3 and Health 1):
He paralyzes the injured hero.

5 Paper bombs:
Inflicts 1 injury on 1 hero in the area and is then removed 
from the board.

8 level-2 Zetsus (Defence 3 and Health 1):
He paralyzes the injured hero.

5  Paper bombs:
Inflicts 1 injury on 1 hero in the area and is then removed 
from the board.

Sasuke (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
If players fight Sasuke, they roll the Special die. 
If they roll Sharingan, the attack is returned against the 
hero (the Power is canceled).

Danzo (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
If players fight Danzo, they roll the Special die. 
If they roll Sharingan, the attack fails.

Karin (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
Playing a Fight card against Karin costs 1 extra Chakra.

Orochimaru (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
Summons 1 Snake token. Place 1 Snake token on the Tobi 
miniature’s area.

Jugo (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
If Jugo injures a hero, he gains 1 extra Defence point.

Kabuto (Health 1):  
Possesses the Defence and talent of the last Akatsuki 
member eliminated.

Suigetsu (Defence 4 and Health 1): 
His Defence increases by 1 in water areas.

Blue Trap token Red Trap token

1 Susano’o: 
Protector with Defence 4 and Health 1.
Summoned by Itachi.

1 Puppet: 
Protector with Defence 4 and Health 1.
Summoned by Sasori.

3 Snakes: 
Protector with Defence 3 and Health 1.
Summoned by Orochimaru.

3 Creatures: 
Protector with Defence 2 and Health 1.
Summoned by Chikushodo.

Summoning token

Gedo Statue: 
When Gedo Statue enters the game, he gains a number 
of Health points equal to the number of players and a 
number of Defence points equal to 1 + the number of 
Akatsuki Victory tokens on the score line.

At the end of the turn, Gedo Statue does not inflict 
1 injury on 1 hero, but on all heroes on the board.

GAME RULES
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If the Zetsu card is eliminated, should I immediately place Trap tokens on the board’s free 
areas?

Are unrevealed Trap tokens included when counting Zetsu’s number of Health points?

If an paper bomb Trap token is removed from the board, does it remove 1 Health point 
from Zetsu and does the hero that revealed it gain 1 Experience point?

Is it normal if we fail to win the game at our first attempt?

What is the «0» used for in the capture line?

What does «Water area only» mean on Kakashi’s «Water Style: Water Dragon Jutsu» technique?

Is it normal if I do not have enough Chakra to play certain Technique cards?

Can a Fight card with the Ranged talent be used for a melee attack?

No, Trap tokens are placed at the end of the round, whether won or lost.

Yes, all Trap tokens on the board are included.

If the paper bomb Trap token is revealed, it is removed directly from the game and Zetsu 
loses 1 Health point. However, since the paper bomb is not an enemy, the hero that re-
vealed it does not gain any Experience points.

Yes, that is why different game modes are available. In this case, you are advised to play in Easy mode with the main 
characters, such as Naruto, Sakura or Kakashi.
You can also adjust the game’s difficulty setting as you see fit, such as by playing in Normal mode with an extra turn, 
an extra Health cube or by removing 1 or 2 Zetsu cards from the deck.

The «0» gives players four turns per round instead of three in Easy mode. As such, it will be easier to eliminate the 
Akatsuki members in play.

It means that the Power of this Technique is only triggered in water areas (areas marked with a «drop» symbol). 
However, the Technique can be played on any area on the board.

Yes, some Techniques require more Chakra than initially indicated on the hero’s
card, but the Experience gained during the game can be used to increase this attribute. The-
refore, you will be able to play these Techniques later in the game.
At the beginning of the game, unplayable Techniques can be discarded at the end of the 
Akatsuki phase and replaced. As such, they will come into your hand later in the game.

Yes, a Fight card with the Ranged talent can be used for a melee attack.

Can a round be won during the first or second turn? If so, must the remaining turns be finished before starting a new 
round?

A round can be won during the first or second turn. If this happens, players finish their turn but cannot play the 
remaining turns. They go straight to the end of the round.

F.A.Q.

GAME RULES
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Action: During their turn, players can perform 2 actions. 
Some Talents and Techniques increase the number of pos-
sible actions. 

Immobilization: Effect applied to enemies by certain Tech-
niques. Immobilized enemies cannot attack during their 
turn, and the Immobilization is removed at the end of the 
Akatsuki phase.

Paralyzed: Effect applied to heroes by certain enemies or if 
all Health points are lost. A Paralyzed hero cannot perform 
any actions until the end of the game. Paralysis can be re-
moved by certain Techniques.

Summon: Some enemies summon tokens, which are placed 
on the same area as their summoner.

Protector: Forces heroes to fight this enemy before the 
others in the same area.

Area: 1 of the 29 areas on the board to which heroes can 
move.

Free area: Non-numbered area on the board that is not 
already occupied by a character or Trap token.

Water area: Area marked with a «drop» symbol.

GLOSSARY

Strength: Number of dice rolled per attack.

Chakra: Resource used to play Technique cards.

Strategy: Maximum number of Technique cards in the 
player’s hand at the start of a turn.

Power: Icon on the dice used to activate the power of 
a played Fight card.

Hit: Icon on the dice whose total is added up in an at-
tempt to inflict injury on an enemy.

Defence: Minimum number of Hits required when rol-
ling the dice to inflict an injury.

Health: A character’s number of Health points. 
When enemies run out of Health points, they are 
removed from the game. If heroes run out of Health 
points, they lose all their Experience and are Paralyzed.

Blessure: an injured character loses 1 Health cube.

GAME RULES
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All players perform their 2 actions.

GAME HELP

Player’s phase

Round won

Game won

Round lost

Game lost

Each enemy revealed inflicts 1 injury.

Each player takes 1 Chakra cube and draws 
Technique cards.

The Victory token is moved along the capture line.

New turn or end of round.

Move
Meditate
Fight

Akatsuki phase

1.
2.

3.
4.  

If no more Akatsuki cards are in play at the end 
of a capture turn.

The Victory token is moved to the score line with 
Hidden Leaf Village symbol face-up.

Players eliminate both bosses before the end of the 
last turn.

If 1 Akatsuki card is still in play at the end of the 
last capture turn.

The Victory token is moved to the score line with 
Akatsuki face-up. Any Akatsuki cards still in play are 

placed beneath the deck.

If at least 1 of the bosses is still in play at the end 
of the last turn.

The black Tobi miniature is moved to the next area and  
a new Victory token is placed on the capture line.

A new round begins

During the ninth round, players take on the game’s bosses in the Hidden Leaf VIllage.

ROUND GAMEPLAY

END OF THE ROUND

END OF GAME

The first 8 rounds involve eliminating the Akatsuki cards in play within a limited number of turns.
For each turn, players go first, followed by Akatsuki.


